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A COURSE IN MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

Lectures by Dr. Sam Howison

Eindhoven, February 1989

Introduction

In the beginning of January 1989 Dr. Sam Howison from the University of Oxford gave a course

on mathematical modelling to Dutch students engaged in ECMI's programm "Mathematics for

Industry".

The book "Mathematical models in applied mechanics" by A.B. Tayler (Oxford, 1986) may serve

as a good reference to some of the discussed problems.
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PROBLEM I

The logtruck

Description

A tree trunk, 15-30 metres long, has to be carried along mountain roads to a wood factory. This is

done by means of a so called logtruck, sketched below

"plv.t

,.o~tCILb(e..
e',.,,,, ltd· pI .. t~

The engineersproblem is the following.

Suppose we have a tree of h metres, tied down in specified places (x in the picture), and suppose

we want to go round a corner of radius R. How wide must we build the road? Put differently,

1. How wide should the metalled surface (i.e. where the tractors go) be?

2. How much space do you need to have for the tree overhanging the end? (see sketch!)

More generally we could ask

3. What is the best strategy for driving the machine?

4. How should we design the road?

A simple mathematical description

~ L tra' it r )

AB , AC , AD have fixed lengths:

I AB I =1, I AC I =aI, I AD I =h.

The question can be mathematically formulated as follows. We control the position of A, and
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want to know the way the points B , C and D go.

Observe that we can find out where B , C and D go by realising that B only moves in the direction

of its wheels Le. along Be. This will yield an ordinary differential equation for the position of B

(and hence for the position of C and D).

Simplest case: The driver A moves in a straight line.

Choosing the x-axis in the direction in which A moves we have the following situation

t
f

Suppose A moves with constant speed v. Then we have

A =(vt, 0) , C =(vt-al, 0),

B =(x,y) with x =vt - I cos ljl, y =I sin ljl

BC =(l cosljl- aI, -I sinljl).

So the tangent vector to the path of B is given by

(x,y) =(v + I ~sinljl, I ~cosljl).

A

Because of our assumption this vector must be parallel to the vector BC, Le.

, I cos ljl ~ = v + Iljl sin ljl
-I sin ljl I cos ljl- al .

Thus we obtain

or

(*) ~=- ~ sinljl(l-acoSljlr1.

The above relation (*) is an ordinary differential equation for ljl. Let us check whether it yields a

reasonable model.
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(1) Are there steady solutions (<\I=O)?
Yes, <\I = 0 (and <\I=1t, in principle, but hopefully not in practice).

(2) Is it stable?
Yes, if <\I is small, just expand (*) and neglect 0(<\12):

-vll(<\I-~<\I3+ ... )
. 6 ~<\I

<\I = 1 _ a(1-1.. <\12 + . . .) =:: I(1-a) .
2

So <\I =:: <\10 exp[-vt / 1(1-a)] Le. there is decay as time increases, what implies stability.

As an exercise one may investigate the case <\I = 1t.

Next we wonder how to set up and ordinary differential equation to describe the situation that the

tractor rounds a curve?

A : (R cos 9,R sin e)

B : (R cos9-1 cosy,R sin9+ I sin y)

C: (Rcos9-alsin9,Rsin9+alcose)

y=.!.. 1t - (9+<\1)
2

dY=_I_d<\l.
de d9

~

BC = (l cos y - al sin 9, al cos 9 - I sin y)

d ~ ~

Now: de (OB) needs to be parallel to Be.

We have

d
d (oB)=(-Rsin9+lsin)(-I- d<\l),RcOS9-ICOS)(I+ d<\l»e d9 d9

and so we get
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-Rsine+lsiny(-l- d<ll)
de

1cosy- al sine

Thus we arrive at an ordinary differential equation for <II(e):

d<ll _ a cos <II - 1 - b sin <II
de - l-cos<ll

where b = R 11 > 1 (Check this!)

Now the following exercises can be carried out

Look at "steady solutions" (Le. the points A,B,C and D move in circles).

If the driver can change a (he has to stop to do this), it seems interesting to know how the

behaviour going round the comers depends on a.

Typical values of a are about 0.4.

Look at 90° bends. What value of <II should you choose at the beginning of the bend?

What about two bends consecutively?

Present your results to a nonmathematical audience.

It seems natural to keep I BC I < d. What are the implications?

A more difficult problem is the following. Suppose we want to go from pointing East to pointing

South at prescribed locations. What is the best curve to do this?
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PROBLEMn

The swing

swinging child

Make a mathematical model of the process by which the child can increase the amplitude of its

oscillations. Consider the following questions.

What strategy should it follow in order to increase the amplitude?

How does it get energy into the system?

Start with a simple model in which the child is a point mass which can move up and down the

rod. See illustration.

let) (or 1(8)) == the distance

ofm fromP.

Can we change the amplitude of motion by doing this? We know that when M is fixed the ampli

tude (energy) is constant.

From mechanics we apply the equations of motion for the simple pendulum.

!!:...- (angular momentum aboutp) =couple about p due to gravity.
dt

This leads to the following differential equation

d .
dt (m 12 8) =-mg 1sine

Le.

(ll<) :t (12 8) + g 1sin e =0 (m is constant).

Let us suppose first that 1 is a piecewise constant function of the angle e. Now try to answer the

following questions
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What happens if 0 is small (sin 0 :: O)?

What are the physical implications in tenns of energy (etc.) of changing l?

Hint: A phase plane analysis may be helpful.

Let us begin solving this problem.

Assume I in (*) is constant Then we get

(**) 9+gllsina=O.

The latter equation can be written as

[

d'-0=9
dt
d .

- 8=-gl[ sin a
dt

Multiplication of (**) with aand integration yields

'2Ta + gIl (I-cos a) =const.

Periodic oscillations of the pendulum represent trajectories in the (e, e)-plane as sketched in the

picture.

f ~m~U

--8--
Now the suggested strategy is to change I when e =0 and when e =O.

If 9 =0 conservation of angular momentum in the tangential direction yields
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where 1changes from 10 to 11. Thus decreasing 1increasing 1e I.

Suppose we start at e=a with e=0 and at e=0 we change 1from 11 back to 10.
Will we increase the amplitude or decrease it, i.e. should we stand up or sit down at e=01

(a) 10 >1 1

decrease 1 == increase 1 e 1

(b) 10 <11

.
9

.
a

A e

increase 1 == decrease I e I.

Case (a): Is 00 < a l 1 (If so, we have increased the amplitude.)

Analysis

In this case we have

- alongAB

- atB

- at C

- along CD

Put e=0 (Le. at D)

·2t e + gflo (1-cos e) =g flo (1-cos 00)

·2 ~e = 1
0

(l-cosOo)

9
2

= [ ::n~:] (l-oosQol

(observe that 15 eB =II Od
.2 215 g2t e + g fl l (1-cos e) =t 11 (1-cos 00)
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and so

15
(I-cos (Xl) = 3'" (I-cos 00)·

II

This yields cos (Xl < cos 00, whence (Xl > 00.

Exercise: Work ourt case (b) and show that the amplitude decreases.

Solution of an undergraduate Chinese student

d 2'
dt (/ 9)+glsin9=O (/=/(9»

Le.
.. '2

19 + 21'(9) 9 + g sin 9 = O.
. .

We multiply by 9 and integrate where we assume that 9 = 90 and 9 = 0 at t = O. Then we get

t

J{l(9)ee+21'(9)e
3

+gesin9} d't=O.
o

Integration by parts yields

I e2 3 t .32 Ib +"2 J1'(9) 9 dt + g(cos 00 -cos 9) = O.
o

From this relation the strategy can be deduced.

Indeed go from 9 = 0 at 9 = (Xl to 9 = 0 at 9 = 00 , t = t I :

So, if we increase amplitude, then (Xl > 00 which implies that

t I

J1'(9)e3
dt < O.

o

So the best strategy is to decrease I when 9 is large.
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Finally we add some few remarlcs.

The child can control 0/.

What is the influence on e?

We take 0/ piecewise constant.

Then the pendulum becomes a

simple pendulum.

For the angular momentum we have:

Now 6A =(L sine -L cos (7tl2-o/) , ... )

68= ...

and so on.

The idea is to expand everything in powers of 1/L and then neglect teITIlS of the order (1/L)2 .

A last question may be how to model damping, e.g. because of air resistance?

Consider the first model.

d . .
- (12 e) =-1 g sine - c Le
dt

Try to find the effect of the term

c Le in phase plane.

(You may investigate whether standing up when e = 0 and sitting down when e = 0 can give

periodic solution.)

Assuming that L(e) is periodic (or I(t) periodic) takes you to the theory of differential equations

with periodic coefficients. So called parametric excitation may occur. On this there is a vast

amount of literature.

The importance of nondimensionalization

A classical example: The Navier-Stokes equations.

There is a well-established mathematical model for the flow of an incompressible (here!) viscous

fluid. Suppose we have flow past a rigid body with a typical length scale L, and suppose that far

from the body (Le. at distances much larger than L) the fluid velocity is uwhere uis approxi-
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mately unifonn.

The Navier-Stokes equations for the fluid velocity l1(x,t) and the pressure pC1,t) are

[
all ]

p -ar+(I1V)11 =-vp+J.lv2 11

with boundary conditions

""it =0 on rigid surfaces (no-slip)

11 ~ TJ at 00.

Here p denotes the density. The tenn between brackets on the left hand side denotes the inertia.

Furthennore Vp denotes the pressure gradient and 1..1. V2 11 the viscous force with 1..1. the dynamic

viscosity constant of the fluid.

We make the equations dimensionless by scaling all variables with "typical values" derived from

the problem under consideration. Thus,

scale 1. with L, i.e. write 1. =L x* ;

scale t with ~ , U = I D I, i.e. write t = ~ t*;

scale 11 with U, i.e. write 11 =U u* ;

scale p with p U2
, i.e. write p =p U2 p*.

In the Navier-Stokes equations we now get

[

dU* 2 * ]
p !!... --+.!L (11 V*)u* =

L at* L

U2 U=-p - V* p* +J.l- (V*)2 U*.
L L 2

Dividing by P U
2

yields
L
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au"
--+ (U* v*)U* =-v* p* +-~- (V*)2 u"
at* pu L

v* u* =0

with U* = 0 on body* (0(1) shape)

u" ~ (1,0,0) say at 00.

Essentially, the solution depends only on the single parameter .f!.!:!..!::... This parameter is called
~

the Reynolds number denoted by Re.

Usually we write ~ = p v, so Re = U L , where v is called the kinematic viscosity.
v

Physically the Reynolds number has the following meaning

Re= UL = pU
2
=~

V U U
pv- ~-

L L

== the ratio of inertial forces and viscous forces

Gravity due to temperature changes
Rayleigh number =

Other interesting parameters are the following
Inertia

Peelet number
Inertia time

=
Thermal conduction

Stefan number
Latent heat

=
Specific heat

Mach number =
Your speed
Sound speed

Bond number
Surface tension

=
Gravity

Froude number
Inertia forces

=
Gravity forces

A second example is given by conductive/convective heat transfer.

f~'d {low (lcnown)
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A simple model for the heat is fixed by the following partial differential equation

pc [ ~~ + (it V) T] = k V2 T

where p is the fluid density and c the constant of specific heat. The term with uis the convective

term and the term with k the one of thermal conductivity.

We make 1,t and T dimensionless in the following way

t =.!=... t*u

T =Tb + (Too - Tb) T* .

Then we get

Pe [aT* + (u* V*) T*] = (V*)2 T*.
at*

Here Pe is the Peclet number,

Pe = p c U L = U / L .
k k/pcL 2

Exercise

Suppose that viscous fluid flows under gravity and that there is a generation of heat by the

viscous shearing. This process is modelled by the equations

~ ~ n ~ 2~p(u +(u· v)u)=-Vp+~V u+p(O,O,-g)
I

[
aT ~ 1 3 3 [aui ] 2pc :I + u • VT =k v2 T +~ L L ~
ot J i=l j=l ox)

Vu=O

For the flow having passed the body with size L we have

U~V at 00

T ~ Too and T =Tb on the body.

Question. Make these equations dimensionless.

Three or four parameters are involved. What are they physically?
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Fr (Froude)
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A solution is the following:

1=Lx*, t= t t* T-Tb=(Too-Tb)T*

and p =pU2 p*.

After some calculations we get

a'?
-- +(u*. V*) u* =-v* p* + _1_(V*)211 __1_(0,0,1)
at* Re Fr

PI[ aT: + (,? . V*) T*] =(v*i (T*) +Br L L [ aut] 2at . . ax'!'
I J J

V* U* =0

UL
where Re (Reynolds) = 

v
= p~UL

k
U2

gL
~U2

Br (Brinkman) = _.!........:.-_-

k(T00 -Tb )

If we consider a known fluid flow 11 that passes a body, we can try to find its temperature. Indeed,

we have then the following equation

(where the stars have been dropped) and boundary conditions

T =0 on the body

T =1 at 00.

Now assume Pe to be large, what frequently happens. Then from (*)

So we can 'ignore' the right hand side because it is small. More formally, we write

1
T=To+-T1 +···

Pe

and by equating powers of _1_ we obtain
Pe
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aTo -+
--+u.VTo=Oat

The equation for To is a first order hyperbolic equation. It says that To is constant along the

characteristics with tangent vector 11, Le. To is constant along the streamlines of the fluid. The

latter is not compatible with the boundary condition To =0 on the body. So near the" body the

term V2 T becomes important. In fact, there is a thermal boundary layer, Le. a thin region of

order 0(1/ Pe 1h
) across which T changes rapidly from nearby 1 to 0, Le. all conduction occurs

near to the surface.
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PROBLEMill

Furnace reaction analysis

(Cf. A.B. Tayler, Mathematical models in applied mechanics.)

We do experiments to measure parameters of a chemical reaction. Schematically we have the fol

lowing

t"f\ ..~.r, ..l
•

thermocouple to

measure the

temperature Tm

1.....:::::;..---_ thermocouple to

measure the

furnace temperature Tf

Material A reacts and turns into B when heated up. The difference between the centre temperature

Tm and the furnace temperature Tf is used to find the necessary information about the reaction.

This has led to the following observation -
'
tnu

T

controlled (furnace)

I
I
I,
I i; ..,.. lC.tz;. ....:....-_.:- -+~

There exists a simple one-dimensional model of heat conduction and heat generation; viz.

(1)
aT aZT

P C -a =k --z + Q.
t ax

N.B. there is no change of volume. Here Q represents the heat coming from the reaction. It can be

found from the well-known experimenta11aw for chemical reactions called Arrhenius law which

says that if a(x, t) is the fraction of material A that remains at time t (initially a =1, finally a =0)

then

aa
Q =-p Aat.

And, which is actually Arrhenius law,
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aa. -
at =-A a.exp(-EIRT(x,t».

Here

p : density

A : heat of reaction

-
A : rate constant

R : universal gas constant (known)

E : activation energy

T : absolute temperature.

-
Now the problem is to find A, A and E.

Exercise. Work out the S.I. units of c , k, A , A, E , R ,

The following boundary conditions for (1) are taken

O aT =0atx = , ax

aT
at x =L, k ax =- H (T - Tf)

a so called radiation condition. Here H is the heat transfer coefficient (known) and T - Tf is the

temperature difference between solid and furnace. We control TI. In the simplest case we have

Tit) =To + pt with Pknown.

Finally at t =0 we take T == To.

Next we introduce some scaling to get the involved variables in a dimensionless form. Therefore

we put

x =L x*, t =L 2 .Q.£ t* T - To =~ u*.
R' c

(Another possibility to scale T is by using P)

Dropping * we get the coupled system

au a2u aa.
at= ax2 -at

aa.
at =-A* a.exp[-lIe(1+ou)]

withA* = L
2 Apc R To 0= _1.._

k ,e=~, cT
o
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(A * , E, 0 are unknown).

Boundary conditions

(2)

t=O: cx= 1 and u =0, OS;xS;1

x = 0, t > 0: au = 0ax
au

x=l, t>O: -=-h(u-rot)ax
LH ~L2 c 2 P

h = - (given), ro =
k Ak

ro is unknown but by changing ~ we can vary it.

If all the typical parameters of the problem viz A*, ... , ro are 0(1) (i.e. not large and not

small) we would have to solve the equations numerically and compare the results with the experi

ment, perhaps doing some sort of regression or least squares analysis to find the parameters.

First we ascertain whether the model gives "sensible" answers by looking at some special cases.

E.g. we can choose ~ so that ro is small. (This is likely to be true in practice.) Then we have to

rescale time so that in relation (2) the rot-tenn is not small, Le. put rot ='to Then

~ =-A cx exp[-1 / E(1 +ou)]

where A =A * / ro.

N.B. We shall only get a sensible (i.e. nontrivial) equation for cx ifA is 0(1), i.e. A * is small.

The boundary conditions are

atx =0, Ux =0

atx=l, ux=-h(u-'t).

We now exploit smallness of ro by writing

u(x, 't) - uo(x, 't) + ro u 1(x, 't) + ...

cx(x, 't) - Oo(x, 't) + ro cxl (x, 't) + ...

These expansions are called regular asymptotic expansions. We get

uO.xx = 0

Ul.xx = uO,'t + Oo,'t , etc.

and 00,'t =- A 00 exp(-1/ E(1 +ou0».
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1:

So uo(x, 't) ='t and Oo('t) =exp[-A fexp[-l/ e(l +&t')] d't' and
o

Ul,xx =1+ Oo'('t)

Ul,x=-hul at x=l

Ul,x =0 at x =0.

Plot

T

Exercise

(a) Show that U 1 =(l +00')(+ (x 2 -1) - ~).

(b) Think about the conditions at't =O.

(c) Work out the function U Ix=o - 't and show (graphically) that it is possible for this function

to behave as the plot above, Le. to have a single maximum.

(d) Think how you would use this infonnation to find A , E • A. (or A, £,0).

(e) Suppose £ and 0 are both very small. Show that

Oo('t) - exp[- A£ e-lIE (e lYt- 1) - 1]o
and that U 1(0, 't) has a maximum value if

This equation has a positive root. Find this root approximately.
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Answer to (c)

U 1.%=0 - t = uo(O, t) + 0> U 1(O,'t) + ...

= o>(l-A O()(t)) exp(-l / e(1 +ot)) (-t - ~)

o
¢:> - A O()'(t) exp(-l / e(l + at)) - A O()(t) exp(-l1 e(l +Ot)) 2 =0

e(l +ot)

¢:> - A exp(-1 / e(l + at)) + 0/ e(1 + ot)2 = 0 (*)

E/£ tl+~'t)a.

A - - _ ... --.-- - ---

[
~O, O<l+at<x*

The expression on the left hand side of (*) is 0 1 ~ *< , +o't>x

Hint for (d)

To find A, e,o,o> and h use the following relations

(1) t = o>t*(e,o,A)

(2) u - 't 1=* ,.%=0 = 0> U 1(0,t*)

(3) area under the curve will give a third relation.

Exercise. (Tayler, p. 31, ill. 1.2 (b))

Suppose that in the above problem the fumature temperature Tf is kept constant. Now still in

dimensional terms the reaction is described by

anat =-A exp(bT).

Look for the steady state temperature distribution (in the steady state ~~ =0 holds). Show that a
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suitably scaled temperature 8 satisfies

8(1) =0, 8'(0) =0

c 2 = A L
2 pAb ebTf

k

Suppose that 8(0) =8 0 and s5 =eeo are small. Then show that So =COSh(t c So .../2). Deduce

that if c is too large there is no steady state solution. How do you interpret this?

Some philosophy in modelling mathematical physics

A. Good mathematical models contain some or all of the following.

L Experimental evidence that is mathematically formulated. Principles such as conser

vation of mass, energy, momentum.

iL Mathematical analysis of the model obtained from L: approximations, hard analysis,

etc.

iii. Numerical solutions.

iv. Comparison of predictions with the real world.

After step iv. we can go back to step i. (iteration).

Most problems are eventually numerical. Mathematics tells you a lot about the structure but does

not often give the exact answers, e.g. in case one exploits small (large) parameters. Or mathemat

ics tells you whether the problem is well posed; does it have a unique solution depending con

tinuously on the data?

Mathematics helps you with the "local form" of the solution such as its behaviour at 00, or near

sharp comers and boundaries.

As an illustration of the above discussion we mention sound waves in a tube of varying cross

section.

c--~
A wave with frequency 0) satisfies an equation as (Coulsen and Jeffrey waves)

d dp
-(A (x) -) + 0)2 P =0
dx dx

with p the pressure and A the area.
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This equation can be solved only for special values of A(x). However the Stunn-Liouville theory

tells you that the eigenvalues Cl>,., (i.e. resonance frequencies) are all real and it yields fonnulas for

the frequencies as n ~ 00.

Illustration of i.

Experimental evidence tells you the following

(a) There is a function T called the temperature of the material such that the amount of energy

per unit volume present as heat in a material, equals pc T.

(b) Fourier's law says that the heat flux is given by -k V T for some k (p,c,k may depend on T

~

or on x).

Apply the principle of conservation of energy:

Consider a small volume V with boundary avo Then the rate of energy change in V plus the heat

flux into V equals zero, i.e.

~ (J p c T) - Jk VT· n=O.
dt v av

Differentiation under the integral sign and application of Green's theorem yields

J aT
(pc - -k V2 T) =0.

v at
Thus we arrive at the heat equation

It is an example of a conservation law which has the standard fonn

;t (density of some quantity) + V· (flux ofit) =O.

The quantity can be mass, momentum, energy, etc.

B. Mathematical models are often built up from well-established (classical) models

Examples of this:

(1) Fluid mechanics:

- Navier-Stokes equations and their special cases.

- Darcy's law for viscous liquid flowing through a porous medium.

Explanation:

Darcy's law says that viscous liquid flows according to the equation
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~ k '0u=--v(p+pgz)
Jl

with

It : the velocity

Il : the viscosity

k : the penneability

p : the pressure

p : the density.

Darcy's law can be applied to water flowing through rock or soil, oil in the ground, or any

flow through a very complicated small-scale structure.

(2) Solid mechanics: -linear and nonlinear elasticity

- viscoelasticity

- granular media

- beam equations (Cf. Tayler, last page of Chapter 1.)

(3) Heat flow: heat equation

Stefan problem (melting, solidify)

(4) Diffusion: Pick's law

(5) Electricity: Maxwell equations

Ohm's law.
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PROBLEM IV

The Thermistor

A thermistor is a device which looks like this

It consists of ceramic material with an electrical conductivity that varies with the temperature.

The electrical resistance of a cylinder is given by

L
Rth =

O'A

with L the length, 0' the conductivity and A the cross-section area. (1.- = p = resistivity).
0'

1:.ime\ ihe. ord ~ r

of T'I'Io.~n'~~Cl •

The conductivity varies with the temperature according to the following plot

··l~" 1-----_

,I
l S( .-1

\ 00 • L 10. 0 L-
Consider the following electrical circuit.

1
I ....".,/ -------'

If we close the switch then the current heats the thermistor. That means T increases and also R

increases. Eventually, we reach equilibrium when all heat generated in the thermistor is lost to the

outside and the current is steady but small. Here the thermistor has acted as a circuit breaker, pro

tecting R 0 against large currents.
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Questions

How long does it take until the current starts to fall? (switching time)

What is the final current?

How does it depend on V0 ?

Exercise: Write down a simple model for this circuit.

Typically we have

V0 - 250 V , R0 - 500

density p =5· 6 103 kg m-3

specific heat c =540 J kg-1 K-1•

heat transfer coefficient h between 10 and 100 W m-2 K-1•

Solution

For the mathematical model we take

t d 2- (V pc T) =1 R'h -h(T-Ta)A
dt

1 =Vo (Ro+R,h)

R _ L
Ih - a(T)A

where Ta is the air temperature. Next we make the equation dimensionless:

V
T - Ta = (AT) T* , AT = 100°, 1 = _0 1*

Ro

where t* comes from balancing the first two terms in equation t.
Att=O,

L 10-3
R --- =: 120.

Ih - a A - 2.25.10--6 1t

Now write down the equation for T*, 1* and cr*, viz.

pVcAT aT* = VB (/*i L -h(AT)T*.
to at RB A au cr*

We choose (balancing!)

pVcAT =
to

so that
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Eventually we anive at the following equation

aT* = (/*f _ oT*
at* 0'*

h to
with 0 =-- « 1 , 0 - 10-2 .

pcV

It is easier to see what is going on if we have an equation with a small parameter rather than an

equation with a large parameter.

Now

L
V 0 =/ (R°+ Rth ) = / (R°+-)Acr

so that

and

V
_0 /* =
Ro

Vo

cr*
/* = ------

cr*+L/Acr RO'u

Thus we obtain instead of tt

where

aT*
at* = *cr -oT*

(cr* +ai

L
a=---

A cruRo
I
4

T reaching 100° C is the same as T* reaching 0.8. For temperatures less than this, cr* =1 and so

aT*---
at*

1 _ oT*
(l +a)2

We reach 0.8 in the dimensionless time (l+a)2 0.8, i.e. (l+a)2. 0.8· to in dimensional terms.

After this time cr* decreases, very soon cr* « a and eventually we reach equilibrium (approxi

mately):

cr*(T* )
_----::-00_ = oT*a2 00'

This equation has a unique root, which graphically follows from the following plot
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LHS: left hand side

RHS: right hand side

T~
110

What is the final current?

(1) If r:, < 0.8 then the thennistor never heats up and 1':0 is just

=------1

l+a
1

L 1
1+--· -

A Cfu Ro

In dimensional tenns

1 Vo
I =--.-*

00 1 + a Ro .

(2) For large values of T':o , 1':0 =: cr* (T':o) = a 5 r:, we have in dimensional tenns
a

V o L h RB constants
100 =R o • RoA Cfu • pc V· VB constants

1=constant· -.
Vo

This last constant is independent of Ro.

Question. Why do the thennistors break?

It may be because the high temperature gradients inside the thennistor cause expansion that

cracks it (high stresses are generated). So, can we make a model for the heat flow as the thennis

tor wanns up? We look for a simple one-dimensional model to describe the thennistor.

So assume the temperature depends only on x. This is not a bad assumption, because

(1) Most of the heat goes down the wires, and so the sides are nearly insulated.

(2) Aspect ratio (diameter/thickness) is quite large.

The heat (represented by T) will be generated by the current flow and it will conducted away to

the edges x =±L (there it goes to the air and/or the wires).
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The equation for T(x,t) reads

aT a2Tpc-=k-+Q
at ax2

with Q the volume heat source from the current. Here the boundary/initial conditions are

T(x, 0) =Ta

aT
and, at x = L , -k at = h(T - Ta)

aT
atx =-L , -k ax =-h(T-Ta )·

Current flow
The top and the bottom x =±L have thin metal layers. The current flows from x =L to x =-L

according to the electric potential <I>(x, t). So the current I crossing an area A parallel to the top and
the bottom is given by

I =-A aCT) a<l> (Ohm's law).
ax

Now the rate of heat generation per unit volume is (instead of current times voltage drop) current
density times voltage gradient

=.£ a<l> = aCT) [ a<l>] 2
A ax ax

and the unit is W m-3 • So

We now need an equation for <1>. The current that crosses any cross-section must be the same. So

I=-Aa~
ax

with / the total current in the circuit. Thus we find

aT cPT /2
peat = k ax2 + A 2aCT) .

The tenn 2/2 is similar to the one we had before.
A aCT)

Lastly we look for an equation for l(t), start from the relation

In order to get an equation for I(t) we must compute the resistance Rth of the thennistor. For a
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unifonn temperature T we have Rth =L / A C1(T). Here C1 depends on the position x through T,

whence

L dx

Rth =1A C1(T(x,t» .

(Effectively, the thennistor may be thought of as composed of a lot of resistors in series each with
. L\x

resIstance A C1(X)

Taking everything in consideration we have

(*)
L dx'

(R 0 +JA C1(T(x',t» )2

with initial condition T = Ta , at t = 0

and boundary conditions Tx = 0 at x = 0 and k Tx = h (T - Ta ) at x = L.

This is a 'non-local' partial differential equation and it is not too hard to prove that this problem

is well posed.

Proposed scaling

T - Ta with L\ T

x

t

withL

L 2 pc
withto---- k .

(We scale t by to because to is the heat conduction time and we expect to have to consider con

duction in order to find temperature gradients.)

Thus we get the following dimensionless parameters

R = h L , L R d C1u V5
... k Jl = 1t 0 C1u an 'Y = k V T .

Exercise. Treat equation (*) numerically.
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Limitations of the Howison (or Oxford) style

I. The kind of modelling we have done works best when applied to simple systems, or to

small pans of large systems, or to complex systems which can be porous medium with a

very complex geometry. On a micro-scale it can be solved easily enough (numerically)

using Navier-Stokes equations (slow-flow), but this approach does not work for 108 of these

small problems. However, the theory of homogenization can be applied to show that on the

large scale (where the tubes are very small) the flow is well-described by Darcy's law

~ k r1
U =- - v (p +pg y).

~

Experiments confirm this.

II. Models work best when they are founded on well-known experimental laws, e.g. Navier

Stokes equations, Ohm's law, heat conduction. Less satisfactory are ad-hoc theories, such as

models of turbulance or plasticity.
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PROBLEM V

Inductive heating

We have a very large coil of electric wire connected to electricity. Inside the coil there is a piece

of metal. Magnetic field inside induces currents in the metal object (it works as a transformer).

They are called eddy currents, they flow in the metal and heat it up.

N

We can quite easily calculate how much heating there will be produced at each point in the

object. We want to apply this to heating gases or liquids before they are fed into a chemical reac

tor.

Normally people use heat exchangers

A better idea seems to take a porous block of sintered metal.
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(A)

from room temperature.

heat to 5000 C

IV

The feature of sintered metal can be explained as follows: Consider a box of small metal spheres

(l0-100 ~) which you heat to about 1000° C such that the spheres stick together

At the picture (A) the idea is that the eddy currents should heat the gas eventually. We hope to be

able to use the same block for liquids too.

There is a problem. We can calculate the heating rate at each point but we cannot get it to be

evenly distributed. The heating in the middle is always smaller (skin depth!).

There arise the following questions.

Can we calculate how this process will work? Can we design the block to compensate for the low

heating in the middle? We would like to have uniform gas temperatures on the exit. Does it look

like a reasonable process?

The model
The idea is to use the heat equation and Darcy's law.

We take

Tm(1) metal temperature

Tg(X) : gas temperature

A : contact area

h : heat transfer.

(a)

The equation that describes heat conduction in the metal is given by

oTm 2
PmCm at=km V Tm+Qc-Qg

with Qc the heat generated by the current and
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Qg =A h(Tm- Tg) the heat transfer metal versus gas.

Similarly we have for the gas

Darcy's law says

~ m n
U=-- v(p+gy)

~

where 11 stands for the velocity of the gas and m is known. We apply this law as follows. Since

the gas is assumed to be incompressible we get

v 11=0

and from here we arrive at our third equation

(c) V (m Vp) =0.

where we neglect the tenn gy.

If we now substitute 11 =- m Vp (Darcy) in equation (b) we end up with the following system
~

of equations for the steady state

Qc(y) -A h(Tm-Tg) =0

m
Ah(Tm-Tg)=pgcg[(--Vp). V]Tg

~

V(mVp)=O.

These are elliptic differential equations.

The boundary conditions are

p(O,y) =given (5 atm.) , p(L,y) =given (4 atm.)

Tg(O,y) =given =To

dTg dTm
dy (x, 0) =ay(x, 0) =0

*(x, 0) =~ (x,D) =0

dTg dTmay (x,D) = ay(X,D) =0
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aTm aTm--a;- (O,y) =--a;-(L,y) =0

aTgax (L,y) =0.

When they were solving this problem in Oxford the term kg v2 Tg with kg a constant was

replaced by the term V(~ VTg ) with~ a matrix. The problem can be solved numerically.
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PROBLEMVI

Colour vision

(Applications to textile manufacture.)

Three basic colours are enough to fix all the other ones, Le. we see colours in a 3D-way. There

are three kinds of receptors in the eye:

blue / yellow

red / green

black / white.

In fact one can say the colours form a three dimensional real vectorspace. This was experimen

tally shown by Grassman (18...). Therefore he took a white screen which he shone with blue,

green and red light, in the following way

bLu~

If you vary the intensities of R (red), B (blue) and G (green) you can always make the same

orange or any other colour in the middle.

In fact any colour C can be written as

C =o.R + ~B +yG

where R,B,G are standard colours (e.g. monochromatic light = light with only one wave length).

Then scalar multiplications (a,~,y) correspond to multiplying the intensities by a, ~ and y. It can

be shown that colours satisfy all the axioms of a vector space. With one proviso sometimes some

of the a, ~ , yare negative.

So if

C=aR+~B+yG, a<O.

We should interpret this as

C + (-a)R =~B + yG.

In practice you cannot ever get all colours with positive a, ~ and y.

Colour scientists conventionally use a basis called {X,Y,Z} which is related to the standard

R,B,G by a known linear transformation:
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{X, Y, Z} =M {R , B , G}.

In the X,Y,Z-space all colours have positive coefficients

7..
1.

y
Conventionally one looks at the

plane X + Y + Z =1.

1.

The monochromatic colours

are at the boundary r.

(0,1,0)
...~d

The colours appear in the following order.

The colours occupy the following type of region

(1)0,0)

r
blue

Any colour is a convex combination of monochromatic light represented by its spectrum.

c/o.:;"""100 hm

The set of all colours we see is represented by the cone with vertex at (0,0,0) and passing through

the surface r. We can classify a colour by its coordinates in x +y + z =1 and its overall intensity

(saturation).

The description of colours by intensities is an oo-dimensional vectorspace (same proviso that

I ~ 0). The eyes and the brain together construct a linear map T from this vectorspace ~ to the
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x Y Z-space, with ker T ={black}.

If we know I (A) we can calculate

700nm

X = J I(A) X(A) dA
400nm

where xis calculated from the x-coordinates of monochromatic light at Aand similarly yand z.

Mc Adam showed that at each colour C in E you can construct a small ellipsoid with centre C

with the property that colours on the ellipsoid are just distinguishable from C.

Question:

Can we use this information to set up some kind of 'matrix' or distance function on E?

(ellipsoid-geodisics).

How is all this applied?

Courtaulds (manufacturer) has a model for calculating the spectrum (and hence the colour) of a

piece of cloth dyed with a mixture of dyes. This is called Kubelka-Munk theory

~nc.~de.l'lt- li.9ht I~ eX')

/I / / / / II1'1 I / /
cloth ~

Calculate the reflection coefficient R(A) = ~~~~ for each A. Once R(A) is known, we can easily

find J O(A) (and so this colour) for all Io(A).

We give a model for the absorption and scanering of light in cloth.

One dimensional "transport equation".

Flux goes downward due to lex ; A) and upward due to J(x ; A). So

dl
dx =-k(A)I +S(A)J -s(A)1

and
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dJ
dx =k(A)J - seA) 1+ s(A)J

for x =O. I =10 and for x ~ 00. I,J ~ O. Find J o.

Exercise. Solve these equations and show that

R(A) = J o(A) = Il-k
10(A) Il+k

A possible procedure now may be the following.

(1) Take cloth with no dye. Do an experiment to measure R(A). Use (1) to calculate

kc (1-R)2
=

Sc 2R

(2) Add a known concentration Co of dye. Repeat the experiment. Calculate ! again and use
S

the empirical rule (accurate) that

k kc k~ye= - +--
S Sc Sc

Repeat this calculation for all dyes.

(3) Calculate! (and hence R) for a mixture of dyes and use
S

In principle you can choose Cn to get close to the required k(A) (usually close means within
s

16 wave lengths, 400 + 20 i. i =0, 1, ... ,15). Often this is used for the correction of "nearly

right" cloth.

Problem

Suppose we want to use fluorescent dyes. These dyes take light energy from one wave

length and release it at another one. (Especially from ultraviolet to visible light.) The prob

lem now is that we get R(A) > 1 but the computer has to work out --J1- R2 (R(A) > 1

because of extra fluorescent energy). Suppose we have a transfer from A1 to A2'

In

~I

Ou.t
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As a model of this we take

At Al , as above,

dlt
dx = -k1/1(X,AI)-sl/l +sIJI(xI,AI)

dJ I
dx = (kl+sl)JI-sI/ I

h I -111 X
W ere 1= 110 e

-111X
J I =R 11 / lO e

11f = kf + 2k I S I .

AtAz,

You can solve and calculate I z , J z. Details are awful. Assume s I =Sz, and take

Iz(O) =1 } Ilz- kz
O Rzz=---

J I ( ) =0 Ilz +kz

11(0)=1} Ill-kl

}z(0) =0 R 11 = III +k 1

R
lz

= }z(0) = +f12(1+R 11 )(1+R zz )
II (0) III + Ilz

Still more interesting are 'cascade' effects.

(such dyes do exist)

~I ),4 )\3

Your can work out a procedure for finding the /ij. Once we know the fij and ki / Si, we can

calculate as before the effect of a mixture of dyes. With several Ai this procedure will be

complicated.
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Continuum model

d
dx lex, A) = -(k(A) +s)l(x, A)+S l(x, A) +

AI

+.!. J f(A,A') (I (A') +l(A'»dA'
2 ~=400

d
dx l(x, A) =(k(A)+S) l(x, A) - S lex, A)-

A-+ f f(A,A') (I (A') + l(A'»dA.'
AI

Problem

Find f and k by prescribing I(O,A) and measuring l(O,A). We can show that k is related to R
A

as above. How to find/? Put Q(x, A) =Jf(A,A') [lex, A.') + l(x, A')] dA'.
~

By adding+Q to the first equation and -} Q to the second one, we get

vex, A) =lex, A) + lex, A)

w(x, A) =I (x, A) - 1 (x, A)

v' = -(k+2s)w

W' = -kv +Q.

Thus we obtain

W" = k(k+2s)w +Q

and so

(*) W = const. e;tX + hex, A) e;tX

with Jl2 =k(k +2s) and where

h" - 2Jlh' = Q' e lU .

x

So h' =e21U f Q'(~,A) e-1Il; d~ which yield h'(O,A) = O.
o

Inserting this result in (*) yields

W'(O,A) = - Jl W(O,A) + h'(O,A) =- Jl(w(O, = -Jl(w(O, = - Jl(w(O, = -Jl(W(O,A»

and by substitution
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-1l(A) (lO(A) - J o(A)) =-k(A) (lo(A) + J O(A)) +
)..

+ J!(A,A') (I o(A') +J o(A')) dA'
~

i.e.

)..

J!(A,A') (lO(A') +J0(1.:) dA' =IO(A) (k -J.!) + J o(A) (k +Il)·
~

Problem: If1 specify 10 and measure J 0 how do 1 find f!

Remark. The converse, namely finding J 0 given!and 10 , is no problem.

S. Percela

SJ.L. van Eijndhoven

20 maart 1989




